
Bad Guys share too 
much information online. 
Use it against them.

Like most of us, criminals enjoy the benefits of online activities and 

social networking. SocialNet™ captures these digital tracks, maps 

against their aliases, and explores their connections in near real time 

to expedite your investigations and threat analysis.

SocialNet performs automated searches of social networks and online account-

based activities by email addresses, aliases, and names. The results are visualized in 

minutes to reveal detailed correlations, larger networks of associates, and more.

shadowdragon.io

FEATURES

Correlations 

Follow the breadcrumbs  

of your target’s digital life  

and find hidden correlations 

in your research. 

Networks of Associates 

Make connections between 

bad actors and visualize 

their networks.

Geography 

Create a map of suspicious 

activity and follow 

your suspect’s trail.

Identities 

Map out identities online 

and connections between 

those identities.

SocialNet/

Uncover identities, correlations, networks of associates, and 
available geographical information in just minutes.



Getting answers is easy with 
the right software and data.

shadowdragon.io

support@shadowdragon.io 

+1 877 468 5054 

U.S.-based and dedicated to 

providing our allies with every 

advantage, we combine decades of 

in-the-field investigative experience 

with the bleeding-edge tactics 

and techniques to reduce the 

friction of sourcing, collecting, 

and sorting open source data.

Many of our tools are built with 

RESTful APIs and to integrate 

with today’s leading investigative 

and data platforms, like Maltego, 

Proofpoint, and Kaseware. We 

even have utilities to free your 

own data and make it more 

usable across platforms.

The good guys need  
the right tools to win.

Our stuff works  
with your stuff.

Made in America

Go beyond the profile. Schedule a free 

demo and see what ShadowDragon™ 

can do for your investigations.

Get started with a free 
demo and 30-day license.

SOCIALNET IS USED TO/

Connect, resolve, 

and verify social 

media aliases to 

personal identities

Widen scope of 

investigations by 

identifying social 

media associates

Discover and 

visualize networks 

of bad actors 

Chart large and 

complex criminal 

operations

Uncover 

locations and 

infer movements

Enable robust 

data analytics

Utilize artifacts 

discovered to 

uncover lost assets 

and asset tracking

Visualize and discover 

the social network.

SOCIALNET IS USED BY/

_ Intelligence Analysts

_ Legal Professionals

_ Detectives and Investigators

_ Corporate Security

_ Cyber Threat Intelligence Teams

_ Background Investigators

_ Lifestyle Analysts

Social media investigations don’t have 

to be hard. SocialNet exists so the 

good guys win and the bad guys lose.

             The best OSINT 
             data, on your terms.

ShadowDragon’s Horizon™ 

browser-based OSINT link analysis 

platform is purpose-built for 

fastpaced, nimble investigations. 
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